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A New Unbalanced Voltage Compensation Method 

based on Hopf Oscillator for Three-Phase DC/AC 

Inverters with Unbalanced Loads 

Siyi Luo, Weimin Wu, Member, IEEE, Eftichis Koutroulis, Senior Member, IEEE, Henry Shu-Hung Chung, 

Fellow, IEEE,  and Frede Blaabjerg, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—In islanded microgrids, distributed generators 

(DGs) are employed as distributed compensators to improve 

the power quality on the load side. Due to the access of 

unbalanced loads, the low-voltage microgrid will naturally 

exhibit three-phase unbalance, which may cause additional 

power losses and deteriorate power quality. Therefore, this 

paper proposes a novel unbalanced-voltage compensation 

control method based on the Hopf oscillator, which introduces 

the negative-sequence voltage and current into the traditional 

Hopf oscillator to achieve the negative sequence voltage droop 

characteristics. It can not only realize the negative sequence 

droop control of a single inverter, but it is also capable to 

support the reactive power automatic distribution between 

multi-parallel grid-forming inverters. Compared with the 

traditional unbalanced voltage compensation method based on 

filtered negative sequence reactive power, the proposed 

unbalanced voltage compensation method can slightly improve 

the dynamic response. Experimental results verify the 

effectiveness of the proposed control strategy. 

Keywords— Grid-forming inverters, Hopf oscillator, 

unbalanced-voltage compensation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

istributed power generation systems have been widely 

used because they enable the efficient and flexible use of 

renewable energy. Microgrids consist of distributed 

generators (DGs), energy conversion devices, loads, and 

small autonomous power generation and distribution systems 

with self-control, self-protection, and self-management 

capabilities [1],[2]. Microgrid features two operational modes: 

grid-connected operation and islanded operation, and can be 

smoothly switched between these two modes [3],[4]. When 

the microgrid operates in the islanded mode, if three-phase  
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unbalanced loads exist in the power system (mainly through 

the single-phase load connections between two phases, or 

between a single-phase and the neutral conductor) an 

undesired unbalanced voltage will be generated, which will 

adversely affect the overall power system and the 

interconnected equipment. Therefore, the International 

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) recommends limiting 

voltage unbalance in electrical systems to less than 2% [5]. 

In order to compensate for the unbalanced voltage, the 

unbalanced voltage compensation control strategy can be 

applied to voltage source inverters (VSIs) [6]. For a 

microgrid with multiple VSI-based DGs, the compensation 

effort should be shared among multiple VSIs. In [7]-[9], the 

central controllers of microgrid collects the voltages at the 

point of common coupling (PCC), and then transmits the 

unbalanced voltage compensation command signal to DG via 

the communication link. In [10], the central secondary 

controller sends appropriate compensation signals to the DG 

local controller to compensate for the unbalanced voltage at 

the PCC in an islanded microgrid. However, the 

compensation effect is limited by low-bandwidth 

communication links. In order to reduce the dependence on 

communication, the relationship between negative sequence 

reactive power and negative sequence voltage is used to 

automatically compensate for the unbalanced voltage 

between DGs, while sharing the compensation work [11]-

[13]. However, the response speed of the compensation effect 

will be compromised by the filtered measurement data. In 

[14], by adjusting the negative sequence output impedance of 

the DG itself, the voltage unbalance factor of the inverter 

output voltage can be improved. However, when the 

interconnection line impedances are different, the negative 

sequence current cannot be well shared between DGs. In [15], 

a distributed cooperative negative sequence current sharing 

method with dynamic consensus algorithm has been 

introduced. Only one communication link is needed between 

adjacent DGs, and no dedicated central controller is needed 

to achieve satisfactory compensation of the unbalanced 

voltages. In case of networked microgrids, the control of the 

negative sequence current between microgrids is a key issue. 

Aiming at the problem of power distribution error under 

unbalanced loads, a new hierarchical control method is 

proposed in [16], which can realize the precise distribution of 

single-phase current without data exchange between 

distributed energy sources. An unbalanced load current not 

only causes unbalanced voltage, but also adversely affects 

the performance of traditional current limiting mechanisms. 

Model-predictive control was combined with the V-I droop 

method in [17] to minimize the unbalanced voltage, increase  
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Fig. 1. VOC-based three-phase inverter with the proposed 

unbalanced-voltage compensation method under unbalanced load. 

current limit, and prevent active power overloading. 

However, this method does not provide zero sharing error 

and might give rise to relatively high values of voltage 

unbalance. A mixed-integer nonlinear programming model is 

used in the islanded–mode of operation of a microgrid in [18] 

to optimize power flow during unbalanced three-phase 

voltage operating conditions. 

The droop characteristics between negative sequence 

reactive power and negative sequence voltage can be used for 

compensation of the unbalanced voltage. The Hopf oscillator 

controller as a grid-forming controller has been applied to 

three-phase parallel islanded inverters. It controls the inverter 

output voltage to emulate drooping behavior, faster response, 

and better robustness [19]-[21]. It is worth noting that the 

voltage synchronization part of the Hopf oscillator can 

synchronize the output voltage of the oscillator with any 

external voltage. Therefore, through a reasonable design, the 

Hopf oscillator can output a proper negative sequence 

voltage to achieve compensation of the unbalanced voltage. 

In this paper, a new method of unbalanced-voltage 

compensation based on the Hopf oscillator is proposed for 

three-phase DC/AC inverter to compensate the unbalanced 

voltages caused by the unbalanced loads. Specifically, by 

introducing a negative sequence component into the 

traditional Hopf oscillator, the droop characteristics between 

the negative sequence reference voltage and the negative 

sequence reactive power are realized, thereby autonomously 

compensating the negative sequence voltage and reactive 

power of the inverter. Compared with the traditional 

unbalanced voltage compensation method that relies on 

filtered negative sequence reactive power [11]-[13], the 

proposed unbalanced voltage control method can improve the 

dynamic response speed. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 

the operation of the VOC-based three-phase three-wire 

inverter under unbalanced load is introduced. Then, in 

Section III, the principle of unbalanced voltage 

compensation is explained in detail, and the proposed 

negative sequence Hopf oscillator is introduced to achieve 

unbalanced-voltage compensation. In Section IV, the 

effectiveness of the proposed Hopf-oscillator-based 

unbalanced-voltage compensation method is demonstrated 

by using a three-phase three-wire experimental prototype  
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 Fig. 2. Structure of positive and negative sequence extraction module. 
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Fig. 3. The equivalent circuit structure of a VOC controller. 

system. Finally, the conclusions are summarized and the 

future potential is discussed in Section V. 

II.    UNBALANCED VOLTAGE CAUSED BY UNBALANCED 

LOADS OF THREE-PHASE INVERTER  

In this paper, three-phase three-wire unbalanced islanded 

inverters are addressed. Since there is no zero-sequence 

current in a three-wire ungrounded electrical system [22], the 

zero-sequence voltage drop will not affect the system voltage.   

Droop control and VOC were the primary controllers that 

simulate the droop characteristics of synchronous generators 

to achieve power sharing [23]-[29]. Due to fast dynamics and 

low harmonic content, VOC is select as the primary control 

in this paper. 

Fig. 1 depicts the VOC-based three-phase inverter with 

unbalanced load and the proposed control strategy. The 

power stage consists of a DC power supply, inverter and 

LCL filter. The LCL filter is used to attenuate the high 

frequency harmonics introduced by the SVPWM operation. 

The inverter-side inductor and grid-side inductor of the LCL 

filter are denoted by L1 and L2, respectively. The capacitor 

between the two inductors is denoted by Cf. A balanced star-

connected three-phase load, RL, is connected to the inverter 

output, and a single-phase load, Ru, is connected between 

phases a and b to emulate common unbalanced loading 

conditions. When the proposed unbalanced voltage 

compensation module is activated, the SPDT switch is 

switched to position 1. The positive and negative sequence 

extraction in this paper is based on SOGI-BPF [30]. The 

structure of positive and negative sequence extraction 

module is shown in the Fig. 2. The transfer function of 

SOGI-BPF B(s) is shown in (1). By setting reasonable k and 

ω0, vC_αβwill be equal to the fundamental frequency  
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Similarly, i2_α
- andi2_αβ

+  can also be obtain from i2_abc_s
  with 

positive and negative sequence extraction module. 

Virtual oscillator control is an emerging nonlinear time-

domain controller applied to microgrids, which can control 

the dynamic response of a DC/AC inverter to emulate the 

limit-cycle oscillator, thereby achieving power sharing and 

frequency support in the islanded mode of operation. The 

equivalent circuit structure of a VOC is shown in Fig. 3. The 

Kirchhoff’s equations of VOC are as follows: 

L ( )
( )

di t
L v t

dt
=                  (2), 

s L i 2_α

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

dv t
C i t v t i t K i t

dt
= − + − −           (3), 

where, L and C represent the oscillator inductance and 

capacitance, respectively, which are used to generate the 

resonant frequency. The oscillator resistor is expressed as R, 

where R = -1/σ, which is related to the response speed of the 

oscillator. Also, is(t) represents the controlled current source 

related to the oscillator output voltage. By designing a 

suitable controlled current source is(t), the oscillator can 

exhibit a faster response speed and lower harmonic content 

[31]. The current flowing through the inductor L can be 

represented by iL(t), and the voltage across the oscillator 

capacitor is represented by v(t). It is worth noting that the 

positive sequence output current of the inverter, i2_α
 + , 

multiplied by the adjustable gain factor, Ki, is introduced in 

the VOC in order to achieve better droop characteristics of 

the oscillator. The positive sequence reference voltages, Vαβ
 + , 

generated by the VOC are calculated as follows: 

+
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Fig. 5. Equivalent positive and negative sequence circuits. 

and Kv is the voltage scale gain, while P̅  and Q̅  are the 

average active and reactive power output of the inverter. The 

design of VOC-based controllers has been sufficiently 

studied in the literature [26], and will not be discussed more 

in this paper.  

However, VOC, as a grid-forming control method, 

mainly focuses on the balanced systems. Therefore, when a 

VOC-controlled inverter is connected to an unbalanced 

system, due to the absence of a suitable unbalanced voltage 

compensation strategy, the inverter output voltage will be 

severely unbalanced, deteriorating the quality and reliability 

of the inverter output power. When the traditional VOC-

based inverter is connected to an unbalanced load, the output 

reference voltage of the oscillator is shown in Fig. 4(a), and 

the output voltage of the inverter is shown in Fig. 4(b). 

Although the output voltage of the virtual oscillator is a pair 

of symmetrical voltages, the three-phased voltages output by 

the inverter are unbalanced. 

III. PROPOSED UNBALANCED-VOLTAGE COMPENSATION 

METHOD BASED ON HOPF-OSCILLATOR 

When the inverter is connected to unbalanced loads, it 

will produce unbalanced output voltage and current. The 

symmetrical component method is an effective method to 

analyze the three-phase unbalance of the power system. The 

basic idea is to decompose the three-phase unbalanced 

current and voltage into three symmetrical positive-sequence 

phasors, negative-sequence phasors, and zero-sequence 

phasors, so that the power system unbalance problem can be 

transformed into an equivalent balanced system problem for 

further processing.  

A. Principle of Unbalanced-Voltage Compensation 

As mentioned above, the zero-sequence component is not 

addressed in this paper. The positive and negative sequence 

equivalent circuits of the three-phase inverter can be 

simplified as shown in Fig. 5, where the inverter output 

voltage is equal to the voltage across the capacitor VC_αβ_s 

since L2 can be seen as part of the line impedance. Among 

them, the positive sequence reference voltage Vαβ
 +  can be 

obtained through VOC. Zo
 + is the positive sequence output 

impedance of the inverter and Zo
 -  is its negative sequence 

output impedance. Io
 +  and Io

 -  are the positive-sequence and 

negative-sequence output currents of the inverter, 

respectively. The inverter output voltage, VC_αβ_s , can be 

obtained by adding the positive-sequence output voltage 

VC_αβ
 +  and the negative-sequence output voltage VC_αβ

 - , as 

follows: 

C_αβ_s C_αβ C_αβV V V+ −= +    (7), 
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where, the negative-sequence output voltage of the inverter 

VC_αβ
 -  can be derived as: 

- - - -

C_αβ αβ o o*V V I Z= −    (8), 

When there is no additional module for compensation of the 

unbalanced voltage, the SPDT switch is set to position 2, it 

holds that Vαβ
 - ≈ 0. Therefore, if the control system can 

generate a suitable negative-sequence reference voltage Vαβ
 - , 

the negative-sequence voltage at the output of the inverter 

can be reduced. To this end, the positive-sequence voltage 

and the negative-sequence voltage can be controlled 

separately. The positive-sequence voltage can be controlled 

by a traditional VOC, while the negative-sequence voltage is 

controlled by the additional unbalanced-voltage 

compensation module. In this paper, only the positive-

sequence components are introduced into the VOC to 

achieve better positive-sequence power sharing, while the 

negative-sequence components are used for compensation of 

the unbalanced voltage. 

B. Unbalanced Voltage Compensation Realization Using 

Hopf-Oscillator 

In this paper, a Hopf-based unbalanced-voltage 

compensation strategy is proposed to improve the voltage 

unbalance factor (VUF) of the inverter output voltage. 

The Hopf oscillator is a common nonlinear oscillator with 

a stable limit cycle in the state-space. In other words, for any 

non-zero initial state, the oscillator can generate a stable 

periodic oscillation signal. Compared with the virtual 

oscillator, the Hopf oscillator can produce a more ideal limit 

cycle, it is not easily affected by the initial state, and can 

recover from external disturbances in a short time. In [19] 

and [21], the traditional Hopf oscillator has been successfully 

applied to the parallel operation of microgrid inverters. In 

order to realize power distribution between parallel inverters, 

a current sharing term is introduced in the traditional Hopf 

oscillator, and a voltage pre-synchronization term is 

introduced at the same time, so that the output voltage of the 

nonlinear oscillator is automatically synchronized with the 

inverter terminal voltage. Its form is as follows: 

2 2 2

α ref α β α β v cα i α( )V V V V V V k V k i = − − − + −   (9), 

2 2 2

β ref α β β α v cβ i β( )V V V V V V k V k i = − − + + −  (10). 

where, Vref, μ and ω are oscillator parameters, which are used 

to adjust the dynamic characteristics of the oscillator. The μ 

is used to characterize the speed at which the oscillator 

converges to the limit cycle. ω characterizes the oscillator 

frequency. Vref is used to characterize the rated amplitude of 

the oscillator output voltage, that is, the radius of the limit 

cycle, kv is the voltage gain and ki is the current gain. Vcα and 

Vcβ are the voltage pre-synchronization term. iα and iβ are the 

power sharing item. Among them, Vcα, Vcβ, iα and iβ include 

positive sequence component and negative sequence 

component, and the positive sequence component is much 

larger than the negative sequence component. Therefore, the 

negative sequence output voltage Vαβ
 - of the traditional Hopf 

oscillator is too small to compensate for the unbalanced 

voltage. 

- -2 -2 - - - -

α α β α β v C_α i 2_β
(0 )V V V V V k V k i = − − + + −

- -2 -2 - - - -

β α β β α v C_β i 2_α
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Hopf based generator Synchronization items

Power sharing items

 

Fig. 6. The proposed unbalanced-voltage compensation module based on 

Hopf oscillator. 

In order to solve the issue of alleviating the voltage 

unbalance, a new Hopf oscillator with negative sequence 

reference voltage output is proposed for three-phase 

unbalanced inverters in islanded mode, to achieve droop 

characteristic between the negative sequence reactive power 

Q- and negative sequence reference voltage Vαβ
 - . The 

structure of the proposed Hopf-based unbalanced voltage 

compensation module is shown in Fig. 6, where, Vα
 -  =V - 

sin(θ), Vβ
 -  = V -  cos(θ), VC_α

 -  = VC
 -  sin(θ), VC_β

 - = VC
 -  cos(θ), 

i2_α
 - = i- cos(θ), i2_β

 -  = i- sin(θ), where V -  is the negative-

sequence reference voltage amplitude of the oscillator, VC
 -  is 

the negative-sequence capacitor voltage amplitude, and i- is 

the negative-sequence output current amplitude of the 

inverter. Vα
 -  and Vβ

 -  together form the negative-sequence 

reference voltages Vαβ
 -  added to the positive sequence 

reference voltages Vαβ
 +  generated by the VOC. VC_α

 -  and VC_β
 -  

are the inverter negative-sequence output voltage pre-

synchronization items to automatically synchronize the 

negative-sequence output voltage of the Hopf oscillator with 

the inverter terminal negative-sequence voltage.  

In order to produce a droop characteristic between the 

negative-sequence reference output voltage of the proposed 

Hopf oscillator and the negative-sequence reactive power of 

the inverter, negative-sequence currents, i2_α
 -  and i2_β

 - , are 

introduced into the proposed Hopf oscillator. In order to 

prevent the unbalance compensation module from generating 

a negative sequence voltage when balancing the load, Vref is 

set to 0 V. According to Fig. 6, the phase dynamic equations 

of the proposed Hopf-based negative-sequence voltage 

oscillator can be derived as follows:  

 
- - 3 - - -

v C i 2_α 2_β( ) ( cos sin )V V k V k i i  = − + + −  (11), 

 ( sin cos )
k

i i
V

   = − + -  -i

2_α 2_β-
     (12). 

Using the concept of period average can further simplify 

and analyze the weakly nonlinear periodic dynamics in (11) 

and (12). Similar to droop control, the V - and Q- relations can 

be derived as follows: 

- - 3 - - -

v C i 2_α 2_β

- 3 -

v C i-

C

( ) ( cos sin )

2
   ( )

3

V V k V k i i

V k V k Q
V

  

 −

= − + + −

= − + −
 (13). 

The positive roots of amplitude equation in (13) are solved as:  
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−

=     (14). 

As shown in (14), there is a similar droop relationship 

between the amplitude of the negative-sequence reference 

voltage amplitude of the oscillator, V - , and the negative-

sequence reactive power of the inverter, Q -, which is used to 

compensate for the unbalanced voltage. Simulation results 

reported in Fig. 7 are obtained by changing the single-phase 

load Ru between 0 and 15 Ω. In each case, the negative 

sequence voltage, and the negative sequence power at the 

output of the steady-state inverter were recorded. The best-fit 

linear model (plotted as a solid line) based on the measured 

data (plotted as ×) is shown in Fig. 7, which proves that the 

negative sequence voltage amplitude negative sequence 

reactive power droop law is embedded in the output negative 

sequence reference voltage of the proposed Hopf oscillator. It 

is worth noting that Ru = ∞ Ω illustrates proposed 

unbalanced voltage control work during the normal balanced 

operation, the amplitude of the negative sequence reference 

voltage of the oscillator, V - ≈ 0 V, which is also in line with 

the purpose of setting Vref = 0 V. 

According to the superposition theorem in circuit theory, 

the three-phase circuit can also be decomposed into two 

circuits of positive and negative sequence, respectively, for 

further analysis. The positive and negative sequence circuits 

of the three-phase inverter can be simplified as shown in Fig. 

5. 

Before the unbalanced-voltage compensation module is 

activated, the SPDT switch is in position 2, it holds that Vαβ
 -  = 

0 V. Hence, the negative sequence output voltage of the 

inverter, VC_αβ
 - , can be derived as: 

 
 - - -

C_αβ o o*V I Z= −     (15). 

When the unbalance compensation module is activated, the 

SPDT switch is switched to position 1, the negative sequence 

output voltage of the inverter, VC
-, can also be derived as: 

- i
v C -

3- - -C

C o o

- i
v C -

3 - - - -C

o o o o

2

3
*

2

3
* *

k Q
k V

V
V I Z

k Q
k V

V
I Z I Z





−

= −

−

 −  −

  (16). 

Since the first term in (16) is higher than 0, the negative 

sequence output voltage amplitude of the inverter is reduced 

compared to its value before the module for compensation of 

the voltage unbalance is activated.  

C. Parameter Selection 

μ is the damping coefficient that affects the speed of the 

oscillator’s time transient response. Its selection is based on 

engineering experience [19]. It is worth noting that to prevent 

over-compensation of the negative sequence output voltage 

of the inverter, the values of ki and kv should be selected in an 

appropriate range. 

Considering the frequency droop characteristics of the 

negative sequence output voltage of the oscillator and the 

negative sequence voltage compensation effect, ki should be 

selected according to (17). In addition, kv should be selected 

according to the VUF of the system. If kv is too large or too 

small, the inverter will be over-compensated or under-

compensated. In this paper, kv is selected under the condition 

that the VUF does not exceed 8%, that is, before the 

unbalanced voltage compensation module is activated, the 

maximum possible unbalanced voltage (Io
 -*Zo

 -) of the inverter 

does not exceed 13 V. 

max

- -

2_α 2_β( sin cos )
i

V
k

i i



 

−


+
   (17), 

-
- i

v C -
3- - - -C

o o o o

2

3
* 2%* *

k Q
k V

V
I Z V I Z



+

−

−    (18). 

The maximum frequency deviation is defined as Δωmax = 

1%*ω, according to (17), the selection range of ki can be 

obtained, ki ≤ 1. When the system is in a steady state, the 

voltage unbalance factor of the inverter system does not 

exceed 2%, so VC < 2%*V +. Therefore, the selection range of 

kv can be obtained according to (18), 3000 ≤ kv ≤ 9000. In 

addition, the influence of the control parameters on the 

stability of the negative sequence control system is analyzed 

by the small-signal dynamic model. 

When the Hopf oscillator is in steady state, (12), (13) can 

be written as (19) and (20), where, Veq
 -  is the oscillator output 

voltage amplitude at steady state 

- - 3 - -

eq eq v C_eq i q( ) 2V V k V k i= − + +    (19), 

-i

d-

eq

2k
i

V
 = −     (20). 
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Fig. 8. Root locus diagrams for (a) 0.1 ≤ ki ≤ 1, (b) 3000 ≤ kv ≤9000. 

In this paper, the LCL filter is simplified to the L-type 

filter analysis, so the state equations of the inverter negative 

sequence output current and the inverter negative sequence 

output voltage can be written as: 

 - - - - -

d d q eq C_eq

2
* ( )

R
i i i V V

L L
= − − + −   (21), 

- - - -

q q d C_eq

2
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i i i V
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= − + + −    (22). 

Select ΔX = [ΔVeq
- Δθ Δid

- Δiq
-] as the state vector, the 

small-signal model is compactly represented as ΔẊ=AΔX, 

where 
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(23). 
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Fig. 9. Experimental setup with multiple three-phase islanded inverters. 

0.1945 F

Oscillator inductor

Oscillator capacitor

L

C

R Oscillator resistance -10.7962Ω 

52.087 μH

 Current source coefficeint 7.1975

Ki

KV

Current feedback gain

Voltage scaling factor

0.152

110

350 V (RMS) 

50 Hz ，10 kHz 

1. 2 mH

6 uF

1. 2 mH

TABLE Ⅰ 
SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS 

Symbols Description Value

Inverter, Switching and sampling frequency

Inverter side inductor

Grid side inductor

Filter capacitor

DC bus voltage

f , fs

L1

L2

C

Udc

Balanced loadsRL 20 Ω 

 

The influences of parameters kv, and ki are discussed as 

below. As is shown in Fig. 8, when kv and ki increase, the 

eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix A move slightly, which 

means that the parameters kv and ki are not sensitive to the 

stability of the system. Hence, the resulting values of the 

operational parameters are the following: ω=2*50*π, μ=20, ki 

= 1 and kv =6000. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed 

unbalanced-voltage compensation method based on the 

Hopf oscillator, the parallel three-phase inverter shown in 

Fig. 9 is used as a test system. In case #1, the STS is in the 

OFF state, and only inverter #1 is connected to the 

unbalanced load. In case #2, the STS is in the ON state and 

the parallel inverter is connected to the unbalanced load to 

verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. A single-

phase load Ru is connected between phases a and b to 

simulate the unbalanced loading conditions. The dSPACE 

DS1202 platform with Danfoss-FC320 is used to emulate 

the control and inverter systems,  
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Fig. 10. Negative sequence inverter output voltage and VUF value for test 

case #1. 

respectively. The specific parameters of the experimental 

platform and the parameters of the controller are listed in 

Table I. The Chroma 62150H-600S is used to provide DC 

power output.  

A. Case 1: Unbalanced-Voltage Compensation Realization 

with a Single Three-Phase Inverter 

In this case, in order to simulate an unbalanced load, a 5 

Ω single-phase resistive load Ru is connected in series 

between phases a and b. In this paper, the voltage unbalance 

factor is considered as the index of unbalance [32], which is 

defined as follows: 
-

RMS

+

RMS

*100
V

VUF
V

=    (24) 

where VRMS
 -  and VRMS

 +  are the RMS values of the negative 

sequence voltage and positive sequence voltage, respectively. 

The negative-sequence output voltage waveform of the 

inverter and the resulting experimental value of VUF are 

shown in Fig. 10. The purple and yellow curves are the 

inverter negative-sequence output voltages, and the green 

curve is the experimentally measured VUF value. It is worth 

noting that in order to clearly show the compensation effect, 

the control module for compensation of the unbalanced 

voltage was suddenly connected to the control system. As 

shown, before the unbalanced-voltage compensation module 

is activated, the value of the negative-sequence output 

voltage of the inverter is high, which causes the voltage 

unbalance factor to exceed the limit defined in the IEEE 

standards (i.e. 2 %) [33], [34]. After the unbalanced-voltage 

compensation module is suddenly connected to the control 

system, the negative sequence voltage produced by the 

inverter was reduced significantly after 0.05 s, successfully 

improving the value of the VUF of the inverter output 

voltage to less than 1.2 %. Similarly, the inverter output 

negative sequence voltage is also significantly reduced. 

The negative sequence reference output voltage of the 

Hopf oscillator (green and yellow curves) is shown in Fig. 11. 

Before the unbalanced-voltage compensation module is 

connected to the control system, the Hopf oscillator has 

generated the reference voltage according to (14). It is worth 

noting that at this time, the SPDT switch in position 2, the  

5 V/div 
Activation of compensation

 7 V 

 4.2 V 

Negative sequence reference voltage

- -

α β,V V

 

Fig. 11. Negative sequence reference voltage for test case #1.  

10 Var/div 

Activation of compensation

-37 Var 

-10 Var 

Negative sequence reactive power

Q−

 

Fig. 12. Negative sequence reactive power for test case #1. 

Inverter output voltage

75 V/div Before compensation After compensation

 

Fig. 13. Three-phase voltage of the inverter for test case #1. 

Hopf oscillator has not been connected to the control system, 

that is, the negative sequence reference voltage generated by 

the Hopf oscillator are not added to the positive sequence 

reference voltage Vαβ
 +  generated by the virtual oscillator. 

After the SPDT switch is set to position 1, the proposed 

unbalanced voltage compensation module is connected to the 

control system, by compensating for the unbalanced voltage 

(lower negative sequence voltage), Q - and the negative 

sequence reference voltage produced by the Hopf oscillator 

are reduced. The inverter output negative-sequence reactive 

power (purple curve) is shown in Fig. 12. As shown in Fig. 

12. The inverter output negative sequence reactive power is 

reduced from -37 Var to -10 Var after the inverter three-

phase output voltages are compensated. This is consistent 

with the negative sequence voltage compensation principle  
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Fig. 14. The VUF of the inverter for test case #2. 
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Fig. 15. Negative sequence voltage of the inverter for test case #2. 

expressed by (14). Fig. 13 shows the measured three phase 

output voltages of the inverter. These figures demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed method in compensating the 

unbalanced output voltage of the inverter. 

B. Case 2: Negative Sequence Reactive Power Distribution 

between of Multi-Parallel Grid-Forming Inverters 

In this case, the STS in Fig. 9 is set in the ON state and 

the parallel inverter is connected to the unbalanced load. The 

rated power of inverter #1 is 4000 W, and the rated power of 

inverter #2 is 2000 W. Also, the three-phase balanced load is 

RL=100 Ω, and the single-phase load is Ru=10 Ω. In order to 

distribute the negative sequence reactive power among the 

inverters according to their nominal capacity, the negative  

sequence current gain of inverter #1 is set to ki = 20, and the 

negative sequence current gain of inverter #2 is set to ki = 40.  

As shown in Fig. 14, the VUF of inverter #1 is reduced 

from 2.4% to 0.8%, and the VUF of inverter #2 is reduced 

from 3.8% to 0.8%, which meets the limit dictated by the 

IEEE standard (i.e. VUF ≤ 2 %). Thus, it is concluded that 

the output voltage unbalance factor of the inverter has been 

significantly improved. The negative-sequence voltages of 

inverter #1 and inverter #2 before and after compensation 

are shown in Fig. 15.  

As the unbalanced-voltage compensation module based on 

Hopf oscillator is connected to the control system, the 

negative sequence voltages produced by the two inverters are 

effectively reduced. The inverter negative-sequence reference  

Activation of compensation 5 V/div 

Negative sequence reference voltage
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Inverter 2

- -

α_1 β_1,V V

- -

α_2 β_2,V V

 

Fig. 16. Negative sequence reference voltage for test case #2. 
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20 Var/div 
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  -5 Var
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  -24 Var

 

Fig. 17. Negative sequence reactive power of the inverter for test case #2. 

voltages produced by the Hopf oscillators of Inverter #1 

(green and yellow curves) and Inverter #2 (purple and blue 

curves) are shown in Fig. 16. The negative sequence 

reference voltage decreases as the negative sequence reactive 

power output by the inverter decreases, which is consistent 

with the similar droop characteristics of the negative 

sequence reactive power produced by the inverter and the 

negative sequence reference voltage generated by the Hopf 

oscillator, respectively. In this way, the autonomous 

compensation of the voltage unbalance between the inverters 

is realized without communication between them. The 

negative sequence reactive power output of the inverter is 

shown in Fig. 17. It is observed that the proposed 

unbalanced-voltage compensation method achieves to share 

negative sequence reactive power according to the rated 

capacity of the inverters. The phase-a output current of the 

two inverters is shown in Fig. 18. It is demonstrated that the 

two inverters can share current according to their capacity 

before and after compensation. 

C. Case 3: Dynamic Performance Comparison between  

Traditional and Proposed Unbalanced Voltage 

Compensation Methods 

In this case, the STS is in the OFF state, the single-phase 

load Ru=5 Ω. The traditional unbalanced voltage 

compensation method is based on local measurement to 

create a voltage droop for the negative sequence reference  
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Fig. 18. Inverter output current of the inverter for test case #2. 
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Fig. 19. Dyanmic performance of systen using the traditional unbalanced 

voltage compensation method. 

voltage and introduce the filtered negative sequence reactive 

power Q -
LPF as an imbalance indicator into the control 

system [11]-[13], while the primary controller adopts droop 

control. The filtered negative sequence reactive power Q-
LPF 

can be defined by using local measurements [12], and can be 

defined as: 

- 2 2 c

LPF rms α β

c

( ) ( ) *Q u i i
s




= +

+
  (25), 

where ωc is the cutoff frequency of low-pass filters (LPFs), 

which is set to 100 (rad/s). However, due to the time needed 

by the LPFs to calculate Q -
LPF, the dynamic response speed 

of the compensation effort is slow. The smaller the ωc, the 

slower the response speed. The unbalance compensation 

reference of traditional unbalanced compensation can be 

defined as: 

- -

LPF o N* *UCR Q V K=    (26), 

where, KN is unbalance compensation gain and Vo
- is 

negative sequence voltage. The unbalance compensation 

reference UCR is added to the positive sequence reference 

voltage to achieve compensation, and the positive sequence 

reference voltage is generated by the droop control. 

In this test, VOC is use as the primary control to generate 

positive sequence reference voltage, and the traditional and  

Dynamic response

50 V/div 

VUF, 2 %/div 

Q- , 20 Var/div 

0.05 s

IEEE standard, 

VUF   2 %

 

Fig. 20. Dyanmic performance of systen using the proposed unbalanced 

voltage compensation method. 

proposed unbalanced voltage compensation methods are 

introduced into the control system respectively. As shown in 

Fig. 19, since the filtered Q -
LPF is introduced into UCR, the 

dynamic response of the traditional unbalanced voltage 

compensation method is slower (about 0.08 s). The purple 

line is VUF of the inverter, the blue line is negative 

sequence reactive power, and the yellow and green line are 

negative sequence voltage of the inverter. However, as 

shown in Fig. 20, the dynamic response of the proposed 

unbalanced compensation method is smoother and faster 

(0.05 s). The experimental results show that, due to the need 

to measure and filter the negative-sequence reactive power, 

the traditional unbalanced voltage compensation method has 

inherent limitations in dynamic performance. In contrast, the 

proposed Hopf oscillator-based unbalanced voltage 

compensation acts on the instantaneous measured value, 

essentially providing a faster and better damping response. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

In this paper, a new control method is proposed for VOC-

based inverter systems to compensate the unbalanced output 

voltage caused by unbalanced loads. The overall conclusions 

can be summarized as follows: 

1) The proposed unbalanced voltage compensation 

realizes reactive power versus voltage droop by introducing 

the negative sequence voltage and negative sequence current 

of the inverter into the Hopf oscillator. 

2) The proposed unbalanced-voltage compensation 

method can compensate for voltage unbalance and 

automatically realize negative-sequence reactive power 

distribution between multi-parallel grid-forming inverters. 

3) Compared with the traditional unbalanced voltage 

compensation method based on filtered negative sequence 

reactive power, the proposed unbalanced voltage 

compensation method shows a faster response speed. 

The effectiveness of proposed method for compensation of 

the unbalanced voltage has been verified via an experimental 

laboratory setup based on the dSPACE DS1202 platform.  
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